1. Measuring the magnetic flux permeability of several key soil
samples near the center of the chosen forest. The techniques described
by Professor Phil Callahan would be used. Specifically, how much work
it takes for Mother Nature to push magnetism through the soils is an
indication of how easy it is for Earth to feed the trees with the contextual magnetic information they need in order to blossom. Large scale
stone dolmenic type alignments, and remineralization, and human-elemental cooperation by installing more symmetry on the land, should
definitely improve magnetic flux conductivity. These are the same measures which can in a sense predict if the people living on that soil are
likely to fractionate and go to war.
2. Similarly we measure comparative soil compacting. Gary Skillen
and others have repeatedly suggested soil compacting is badly aggravated by magnetic ELF pollution. Less magnetic recursion available in
soil, means less life is fed, and less tilth, and less air and moisture
braided in the Earth like a sponge. Magnetism acts like the fabric of
weft and woof which suspends the sponge from going flat. Air in the
soil is one of it’s chief sources of paramagnetism. Without braid-like
suspensions of air and water, soil loses its ability to make the pretty
lotus petal, magnetic domain pictures which feed plants by informing
them which way to turn as they unfold. When we lose the magnetism
fed micro-organisms, we loose lightness in the soil in every sense.
3. We make several key site graphs of the background magnetic resonance near big old trees. This we do before and after intervention. Is
the site polluted by 60 and 50-cycle noise? Is the weak but information
bloodstream of the Schuman resonance able to reach the tree? We make
this measure by using the simple output of a 100-thousand turn coil HiMu inductor into the same 3D chart spectrum analyzer, we use for EKG
and Brain wave analysis. The color landscape formed by the harmonic
content or power spectral plot over time, makes a dramatic before and
after picture for the lobby at our Geomancy school. If there is a long
orderly “valley” in the plot near the Schuman approx. 8 Hz harmonic
series, we see health possibility. If there is only nasty harmonics of the
power grids 60 or 50 Hz, we see real likelihood of tree death.
4. In exactly the same way we plot the ever so much more subtle
and responsive charge envelope around the tree. We have much more
easily been able to see the effect of a circle of friends hugging a tree.
We do this by using a sensitive “biological” capacitor probe into the
same IBVA computer “brain wave” spectrum analyzer. A simple scope
probe is wound with a biological dielectric, hemp twine, and dipped in
sea water. The results are dramatic. We can also do these plots during
the interventions.
5. We photograph the trees and their energy aura, using revolutionary photo-development techniques pioneered in France. We should
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actually be able to see improvements in the blue magnetic web and
gridworks in the “aura” magnetic envelope about the area.
We should not underestimate the power of ritual/stone and the
focused magnetism of emotion. If we would like less catastrophic
weather and tectonic upheavals, this is specifically the engineering we
must learn. These planet-wide magnetic upheavals, are literally and
specifically, collective emotions. Only if we can emote collectively and
braid our ecosystems with coherent emotion can we save our planet.
This is no arbitrary test for survival of our genepool. It is the perfect
test. If we can learn to braid electrical space with the harmonics which
love weaves, then we have passed the ring pass (k)not gate to the
privilege of doing that same activity for the braid creation of star systems and galaxies with our similar but much unpacked and blossomed
electrical bodies.
Connection with zero point between Universe and tree occurs
through a moment of folded compassion. That timeless feeling, when
one’s focus is completely in the present, encompassing the folded space
of the past and futures. As an ice skater who brings in her arms to
speed up and have more spin, the thought tentacles that are brought
from past and future to present and centered, concentrate intense spin
and awareness. Here in the center of the lightning of spirit lies the infinite information hook-up which living cells require to survive. This electric fractal information concentricity whispers the meaning and direction
of a “long-wave” context. The long wave connection to all that is.
What is useful in the rhythm of the breath to accomplish this connection? The depth of each succeeding breath moves toward stillness in
a perfect, damped sine wave as the thoughts approach the stillness of
pure principle by the same path. When you feel the connection you,
find your breath at zero, till you have folded as much spin into yourself
as you can hold.
The tentacles of the distributed awareness of spirit in the still mind
as they reach to the heart of the Earth tree fractal.

OPERATION TREE LIGHT
part 2, by Ananda, in Norway
in association with Dan Winter & Friends
This project uses the living antenna systems of Earth: trees. We
are in an unconscious symbiotic relationship with them through the
equal exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide. This relationship of the
breath, tunes whole bio-regions, weaving the breath and life of tress
to the people who consume their fire-oxygene. Since the heart brain
system dance to the drummer of the breath, this entrains the heart
waves of love and super conscious states of mind into greater harmonic attunements, to instill the harmonic resonance which distills pollution
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and illness in trees, and through which creates a harmonic gravity bubble domed to the trees, to feed the land. All conscious, aware life
forms dance to the greater harmonics which stabilize or tune the musical string intensities of the electromagnetic grid field of the planet in
the chosen bio-region.
This project was initially inspired by a cosmic consciousness experience with domains of individuality who call themselves Emmanuel, initially in Switzerland in August 1986. Then together with, so called,
extraterrestrial intelligences, which did physically manifest in the
process, including witnesses. This project was carried out on the hills
in the Avalon area of England, namely the Cerne Abbas areas, where
grid engineering was initiated.
Operation Tree Light establishes a task force, now in Europe, and
shortly globally, which will be dedicated to the grid engineering tuning
of the musical instrument of planet Earth in resonance with the solar
system changes.
Oversoul Bioradionics, or How to Properly Hug a Tree!
When the Superconscious or psychokinetic-capable person hugs the
tree, breathing with the heart and the mind, with love, the tree is
tuned to the unified zero point that is in all points. We breathe to
expand and connect with all of the trees, as our lungs braid all of the
air by their rhythm. Through this feeling imprint burned in by breath,
we psychically scan the mineral horizon, or ELF horizon of magnetic
flow, and ELF envelope of capacitive charge. We visually make a frequency signature imprint, a light image holographic plate — an image
which can be accurately translated into memory, including riding along
the individual diversified highways of all 5 sense modalities. This light
image frequency signature of love emotion is made in the brains complete 8 Hz susceptible bi-lobe synchronization, as a holographic plate.
Then the soil undergoes mineral analysis, and/or testing magnetic
flux permeability, and/or checking the amount of Hz charge content
maintained in the trees, and the major missing mineral(s) uncovered.
A living sample of that mineral (or minerals) is given to the bioradionics superconscious capable generating person, who breathes
through love coherence and makes a frequency signature of that mineral as a light image holographic plate recorded in hemi-sync.
Essentially it is simpler to broadcast the missing mineral puzzle of
symmetry radionically, rather than to wait for rocks to be ground up.
The food for the soil and trees was the pattern itself, which we can
create and broadcast inside of ourselves if we flex our focus and “gravity muscles”.
Then the person undergoes the shift into superconsciousness by
allowing the infinite harmonic unity of the Oversoul to broadcast the
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higher love light signals through both living image plates so that they
are wed and the field has been harmonically tuned by love, by at least
10 persons. This can also be done while hugging the tree in equal distribution throughout the cluster of trees, until the resonant harmony
has been established, felt and measured between all trees aligned to
the central tree(s). Thus the tree as a magnetic temple instrument has
been harmonically tuned, so that the forest can receive its Oversoul
awareness which inhabits harmonic resonance as clothing.

OPERATION STONE LIGHT
Utilizing the ancient knowledge of the druids, shamans and
American Indians, as well as superconscious guidance systems, and
grid-mapping, dowsing, body sensitive biofeedback and Dr. Phil
Callahan’s device to measure the gravity bubble and magnetic field in a
given area, orchestrate this energy flow into a harmonic synthesis in
which sacred proportions feed the land, harmonizing the electromagnetic fields, and ELF (Extremely Low Frequency) cycles of the given
are. This creates a balanced north-pole south-pole relationship interchange, that allows a living vortex of greater overtone harmonics to
create the attraction for the higher energy safety net grids and light
grid networks of cosmic intelligence, to be anchored into these zones.
They then become the living intercommunication links between all unity
or still points of equalized harmonics of activation.
This creates another link in the riverbed through which the greater
energy streams from Operation Mountain Light may flow. These
stones, made of a balance of different paramagnetic, or stationary
paramagnetic rock/crystal materials, are required to hold and translate
greater N-space energies into Earth life wave synthesis.
These living light mandalas, generating the harmonics for life,
would be aligned to local lakes, and the forests in the surrounding
domain.
OPERATION MOUNTAIN LIGHT
The ancient mountains of this planet have acted as natural pyramid
transducers of the energy frequencies of the Earth grid, and if their
proximity was closer to the north pole, such as the Jotunheimen mountains in Norway, they also conduct the greater interplanetary energy
streams that are being attracted and disseminated by the affect of the
pole. Many of the grid rivers will flow and have their river beds of
energy harmonics prepared, with alignment to these mountains or
magnets of charge.
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OPERATION WATER LIGHT
Operation Water Light is where the liquid crystal conducting capacity of water is utilized in the activation of the unity grid. Where, using
the radionics principle, the superconscious capable person, charges with
the harmonics of love a series of samples of the water of a given lake,
per example, and then reintroduces the water into the lake, at numerous sites in harmonic proportions, around the lake. If the temperature
permits, this project could include whole groups of superconscious generating persons, immersing their bodies in the lake and breathing with
the water,who extend their heart harmonic love waves throughout the
charge of the lake, so that this long wave of resonance is carried
throughout the charge of the crystalline water molecules. These
Operation Water Light swimmers, should be distributed in harmonic
proportions throughout the lake. Vorticular movements and dances
should also be induced with the dance movements in ecstasy, or the
arm movements of harmonic, vortex-producing spirals which are experiences in the harmonic field affect of love.
Operation Water Light may also work with the alignment of
streams in geometric proportions, and through very small canals to
give the life base attraction needed to a given area in need of such conduction capabilities in its musical instrumental tuning. Dan Winter
explains the geometry in these principles and other Water Light
Projects:
Flow in water is ordered by the same principles of coherence as
magnetism in general. Therefore we can intelligently increase the
coherence and therefore the life in the water by means of geometry in
braid of flow. The concept of the floform is the embodiment of coherent braidedness. By adding wave structures which permit larger and
smaller wave front spin systems to be superposed without resistance,
coherence, even in molecular spin density becomes possible. It is this
increase in the spin density down to molecular levels, which overall
macro and micro symmetry-patterning make possible, which “heals”
water in the floform. The essence of this principle is simple. When
water is able to encompass more molecular spin in neater packed
geometry, it is also “eating`’ or consuming more magnetic flux lines.
Water is naturally piezoelectric because it is usually doped or tuned to
electrical activity by dissolved mineral.
The presence of more and more nests of magnetic flow lines in
water, makes it informational more responsive to its electrical environment. since this kind of feedback loop, as it folds in to greater recursion
produces greater responsiveness, it should be thought of simply as
increased “self awareness” in the very electrical water on the land.
By building flow forms in critical magnetic areas in the forest,
operation waterlight increases the life in the waters ability to be inhabTRANSFORMATIONAL POLITICS & PROPOSALS
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ited by ‘”mind.”
Operation Water Light may also require that highly active and alive
and charged mountainous water is added to more static water source
points to encode and excite the sleeping electromagnetic consciousness
of the given water body to the frequency charge of life which has been
reintroduced into its waters. This memory exchange would thus transmit, partly through proto-communication, the greater spin complexes
of life, and thus the lake or given water body, in general would be
more receptive to the human projects of love wave attunements in the
water body, which can act as a realistic catalyst for at least some of the
potential inserted into its experience from the living mountain water, to
come into potentialization.
OPERATION EARTH SYNCHRONIZATION &
The New Jerusalem Task Force
(OPERATION GRID CITY OF LIGHT)
by Ananda in Norway
With the electromagnetic B-field decay of the planet • the reported
increase in the base resonant frequency of the planet • the increased
rate of global Earthquakes • increased cosmic ray bombardment • the
sun contraction by 16 KM a century since the 1600’s • 15 planetary
alignments on one side of the solar system from 1978-86 for the first
time in 20,000 years • intense sunspot activity possibly leading to one
intense giant series of side-by-side solar flares or mini nova calculated
at around 2013 based on present sunspot cycles • the increase in photon (particle of light) emission from the body’s of test subjects from
diverse backgrounds selected from all walks of life • The solar system
emergence into a possible neutrino-like sun • an increased wobble in
the Earth’s magnetic pole and axial tilt • the planets slowing spin rate •
the ancient highly accurate ancient astronomer codex the Mayan calendar placing the ending of time at 2012 • Timewave zero as a wave
graph that runs through time, constructed from all possible combinations of the 64 hexagrams of the most ancient King Wen I-Ching
sequence (correlated by science to the 64 DNA codons) — a graph
which ends 2012 • with the reported increase in the brain of psychoactive neurotransmitters able to carry more electron spin resonance
information, being released from the pineal gland through various incubation and O-methyl enzymatic processes, as an alchemical stairway to
superconsciousness; and the reported acceleration of time, with the
atomic clocks having been changed two times in 1992:
It is about time that we as the living biotransducers of focused
consciousness, utilizing the liquid love carriers — our blood crystals,
act as the wedding ring to marry the greater sky grid long waves of
stability into the key grid points on the planet, as attuned safety nets
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which align the holographic electromagnetic grid system of our planet
into attunement through the frequency shift and Earth changes. Our
global step is to inaugurate the wisdom of the ancients together with
direct cosmic conscious guidance, to meet the greater cosmic conscious
intelligence half-way, at the gravity well doorways, “flavor sinks” which
lead into greater atomic density and gravity modulation. (more spin:
more mind.)
By knocking on these gates with the hands of the harmonics of
love, we open the doors of the New Jerusalem. Higher grid harmonics,
a foundation of light, stabilizes these areas, and harmonizes and phase
locks natures codes into the interplanetary gravity overlap grids of stability. This makes the planets transition through change-over as smooth
as possible. We must ensure the survival and adjustment of our biosystems to new musical arrangements of phase locked modulation
through the ecstasy of love as the harmonic stairway to planetary
superconsciousness.
Gravity herself is stabilized and braided alive, self-aware, and
recursive, when Earth’s magnetic spins and processes are tuned fractal
to solar and stellar rotation times.
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PLANET HEARTWORKS POLITICAL PLATFORMS
lanet HeArtWorks would like to announce how we shall pay our
debt to our Dear Mother Gaia. In our collective adolescence we
have decided at last we shall never really love unless we are
remothered. We would establish a bond of power with Earth, “in
touch” with her wavelength.
It is good for us to study how to sweep up the house after an
untidy childhood. But like all mothers what she really needs from her
child’s Crystallizing bio-membrane, is that we be all that we can be.
Only this will repay her. If the powerful woman Galaxy (Isis/Nuit) Milky
Way takes the genetic memory envelope “child of Earth” (Osiris/Geb)
as a lover, for a seed immunized against fear, then this mother Earth
will be satisfied.
Earth now is zygote seed about to replicate. The dimpling of the
zygote into torus donut before division has begun. You have seen the
“Northern Lights” move south. You have seen “El Nino,” the Little
(Christed) One, pulse and phase shift to new slip knots on the surface
of mem-ory-brane. The egg-like magnetic domain of Earth is reaching
out to an erotic solar throb from her toroidal vortex burning heart,
making the necessary flying buttress arcs to create space in the all
faces consumed. Cathedral within.

P

We have been studying the transmission baud rate between the
genetic material of biomass, and the Earthgrid, and the codons of the
solar/galactic calendric. They are all based on the trigrams of the I
Ching mapped onto the dodecahedron. The mechanism which completes the tie between them is the simplest phase/face coherence of the
laser or the healing heart or the EEG at the moment of “miracle.”
Nothing could be so simple to learn...
The fetus learned that love was the waltz because the third beat
after the mother’s heart “lub-dub” was the gentler sound of the reflection of the heart wave off the aortic crotch cradling the fetus. The
same heart sonic reflection which Bentov showed phase locked the liquid brain. We have succeeded in displaying a laser lissajous pattern,
where the space opening between the vertical and horizontal was the
phase lock between a Mother’s heart and that of her fetus.
The phase-ratio alphabet is not only the universal alphabet of the
heart programming the immune identity, it is the architecture of the
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long wave we ride to the stars. Biology is the carrier wave, and listening is the tuner. Using biofeedback to tune up the listening chord
between heart and breath and EARTH, from small self to larger identity, is as easy as letting your skin warm to a lover. The “Order of the
Red Hand” were those who learned to vasodilate, warm the hand, to
enter the antennae-listening mode.
There is a kind of donut turning inside out between the constricted
urban fight/flight and the wet feet in Earth other listening silent electric long wave subtlety of group mind. We create a soft spot to enact
the dimpling into donut, an ozone membrane melting-cup runneth over
with love.–– now ready to touch other.–– kind of moment. So much
loving Eros is ready to flow out that burning fountain.
Recognizing the need for really fresh ideas for our country’s material and spiritual health, the Planet HeArtWorks friends wish to offer
these ideas for our national “experiment in sharing”.
We wish to give voice to these concerns for our collective body,
knowing the need for our collective mind to have voice in order to
have identity, as in self-knowing. If you choose to support these ideas,
may we be of One United State of Mind.
ENERGY: Instead of having the CIA and the patent bureau harass
developers of non-linear and gravity coupling energy devices, which will
quickly end our fossil fuel wet-nursing on Mother Earth, we shall
endeavor to openly support them. The unified field absolutely insists
on the coupling between gravitational and magnetic forces. Faraday
disk, and non-linear capacitive devices which tap the universal field for
electrical energy are potentially wonderful, yet when Tesla rung the
planet for energy transmission he caused Earthquakes. The universal
energy field’s coherence is not free; biology helped put it there. When
we are responsible to the symbiosis of biology to Earth’s part in the
Solar bubble, a whole new class of energy devices will be quickly developed.
MEDICINE: The malpractice crisis will end quickly when we
acknowledge that pain and disease are not a mistake by the creative
universe, to be fought against. They are an exquisite feedback system
designed to teach how to eat and feel and think, in order to glow in
health. Health practitioners can never take responsibility for someone’s
health; that “fights” against the purpose for which biology invented
pain: to teach healthy living. Once medicine only provides advice on
how to heal ourselves, healers won’t need insurance. It was absurd for
government to legislate who could be a healer, since everyone is. There
are as many healing modalities as there are ways to build houses or
teach reading. Government should provide advice on healing modalities,
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but we must be as free to choose our healer as we are to choose our
spiritual counselor, or our plumber. The AIDS crisis will disappear as
soon as legitimate rites to ecstatic process are offered. (And this does
not mean chemically-induced.) Ecstasy and the love bond are the legitimate right of everyone, and are what the promiscuous and the druguser seek. True contextual love and the possibility of the remembrance
sweet ecstatic process serve that deep biological urge to touch and
share memory. The proper use of architecture and dance and music
and nutrition provide a platform wherein biology through our nervous
system does reach an ecstatic communion. We all have been seeking
that. Alcohol, sexual abuse, drugs, and were just temporary cul-de-sacs
on our path to satisfy that appropriate need for total communion.
Medical literature, in saliva studies on the affect of Mother Theresa
films, already shows the presence of love improves immune function.
We can now understand why: coherence is the membrane, and the
emotion. We can have the honor of this dance together.
MILITARY & THE ENVIRONMENT: It’s simple, our military technology
needs employment, and our service to the Earth need’s discipline. Perfect
match. We combine the Peace Corps and GreenPeace, then have them
swap budgets, resources, personnel etc., with the pentagon. While at
first this idea may seem a bit extreme, if we look at the need for a team
to address eco-catastrophe and socio-structure collapse, just the kind of
major resources we have budgeted for military could be very gainfully
employed cleaning up environmental messes, building housing for the
homeless, and meeting emergency medical and nutritional needs of displaced persons around the globe. There certainly could be no better
peacekeeping role for what was once a military force. At the same time
this mobilization of personal and resources would give a saving outlet for
our productivity focused economy.
AGRICULTURE: Instead of intentionally legislating the end of family
farming for decades, we encourage it as a healthy lifestyle. Sustainable
agriculture, remineralization, minimum ground-breaking, organic farming, are our only hope to complete the feedback loop between what we
take from the Earth, and what we give. Only vibrant foodstuffs can
serve joy in people.
THE CITIES: Cities can survive only if real community is born in
them. And we must provide places even in the inner city, for living
close to the Earth. The Schuman electrical information resonance
umbilicus is what informs us daily of the feelings of Earth. In concrete
canyons, we live in electromagnetic shock, ripped off from the resonance bloodstream of our collective self. We must not live ApartMeant. As we develop away from fossil fuel, noise and bad air, we shall
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again be able to feel the embracing ring and call of the longer wave
which envelops us. In the meantime we may need to each go back to
the land in our own way. We must each ask ourselves if this daily
bread we struggle for really serves. You can measure the success of
your daily service by how much improvement there is the twinkle of
the eyes of those whom you serve.
THE MEDIA: America never exported anything so successfully as
our media. The eyes and the nervous system of a global body, may
deserve the best nutrients. But this is only when they perform the
highest level of service to that body. The age of the computer is a lesson in the gathering and ordering of memories. The test of eternity is
the test of what can forever be shared. As the horizon of vision grows,
so does the horizon of compassion. Our Planet Heart that Works is a
completion of the extending of family.
ELECTRONIC DEMOCRACY: When the inexpensive economics of
real time feedback/voting (like the two way cable TV) is uncovered, we
shall know the real meaning of hooked up feedback producing consensus process/collective mind. The government should actively work with
the cable and satellite and other media top quickly turn the small scale
experiments in electronic democracy, into a need real time feedback/
voting/voice/fun involved government.
CHILDREN AND GOVERNMENT. As Spencer said, if the President
traveled with a committee selected of the most compassionate children,
seldom could the feedback of the young be denied. Even as children’s
singing cleanses the air, national children’s model UN could take real
voices of the young and give them direct involvement in government,
and be a boon to meaning in education.
OTHER IDEAS:
Give policemen quotas for how many friends they help out of difficulty, instead of how many tickets they give out.
Offer universal government swapouts for lawnmowers traded in
for gardening and tree planting materials.
Offer regular government tax increases on sugar, alcohol, tobacco
and other health destructives, to directly fund holistic health education
for young people.
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